CANADIAN CANCER TRIALS GROUP

COMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

AGENDA

DELTA CHELSEA HOTEL, TORONTO, ON

ROOM: AUSTEN

APR 29, 2015 – 8:00 AM – 12:00 PM

CHAIRS: NICOLE MITTMANN AND NATASHA LEIGHL

8:00 am  Welcome, Introductions                  N. Mittmann / N. Leighl
8:10 am  Identifying the most effective multi-attribute utility instruments to guide cancer  W. Cheung / P. Badillo
         funding decisions in Canada
8:20 am  Updates from site liaisons              All
9:05 am  Cost driver/ sample size project       M. Cheung
9:30 am  PA.7 and CO.26                          K. Chan
09.50 am BREAK
10:10 am Screening for Asparaginase Inactivation in Children, L. Abbott
         Adolescents and Adults: a pan-Canadian Study
10:25 am Generic project                        W. Cheung
10.40 am BRC2.E                                  N. Leighl
10:55 am Cross Walks Project                    K. Chan
11.10 am Net benefit regression                 N. Mittmann (reporting for Jeff Hoch)
11.15 am Linkage with administrative and registry databases A. Hay
11.30 am CCSRI grant submission                 N. Mittmann/ A. Hay
11:45 am Wrap up and next steps                 N. Mittmann/ N. Leighl
11:55 am Thank you to departing members         N. Mittmann/ N. Leighl
12:00 pm Adjourn